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Abstract. Discovering router-level IPv6 topologies is important to understanding IPv6 growth, structure, and evolution and relation to IPv4.
This work presents a fingerprint-based IPv6 alias resolution technique
that induces fragmented responses from IPv6 router interfaces. We leverage the way in which IPv6 implements fragmentation to provide reliable
inferences. We demonstrate perfect alias resolution accuracy in a controlled environment, and on a small subset of the production IPv6 Internet for which we have ground-truth. Internet-wide testing finds that
over 70% of IPv6 interfaces probed respond to the test. Our promising
results suggest a valuable technique to aid IPv6 topology discovery.
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Introduction

IPv6, standardized nearly 15 years ago [6] as the successor to Internet Protocol
version 4 (IPv4), is experiencing commercial deployment – primarily due to economic and business constraints, rather than any technical impetus [4]. Modern
systems and hardware support IPv6, service and content providers are deploying
IPv6 [17], and government networks are mandating IPv6 [13].
The number of global IPv6 BGP routing prefixes is growing exponentially
[11]. More than 6,000 autonomous systems, approximately 15%, now announce
IPv6 reachability [16]. Amid IPv6 measurement efforts underway [7] [22], understanding the evolution of the IPv6 router-level topology is an ongoing challenge.
This paper investigates IPv6 alias resolution – the process of determining if
two IP addresses are assigned to different interfaces of the same physical router
[12]. Alias resolution reduces an interface-level graph, e.g. discovered via active
probing, into a router-level graph [3], thereby permitting a better understanding
of the resilience and robustness properties of the network [21].
Taking inspiration from prior IPv4 alias resolution work, we present a fingerprint based IPv6 alias resolution technique that relies on eliciting fragmented
responses from IPv6 router interfaces. Although IPv6 has no in-network fragmentation, sources can send large IPv6 packets in fragments. We find that, as with
IPv4 routers, the IPv6 fragment identifier counter is frequently common across a
router’s interfaces. While all IPv4 control-plane packets sourced by a router require a unique fragment identifier, IPv6 fragment identifiers increase only when

the router must source a fragmented packet. Thus, in contrast to fragmentationbased IPv4 alias resolution that is prone to false positives due to background
control-plane traffic incrementing a small 16-bit counter, our IPv6 technique is
highly accurate because control-plane messages are rarely fragmented.
This paper seeks to detail and validate a new IPv6 alias resolution algorithm;
we leave Internet-wide alias resolution, scaling, and comparison against other
techniques to future work. We make four primary contributions:
1. Development of a fingerprint-based IPv6 alias resolution technique3 .
2. Validation on a large virtualized testbed of common commercial routers.
3. Internet-wide probing of more than 49,000 distinct live IPv6 router interfaces
where we discover approximately 70% respond to our test.
4. Validation of the technique on a small subset of the production IPv6 network
for which we have alias ground-truth, where we obtain perfect accuracy.
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Related Work

Significant prior research investigates IPv4 alias resolution; see [12] and [9] for
an overview of major techniques. Design differences between IPv4 and IPv6
obsolete some techniques used in IPv4, while enabling new ones. For instance,
the elimination of in-network fragmentation and the simplification of the IPv6
header prevents the trivial reapplication of IPv4 techniques that utilize the IPID
field [19]. Alias resolution through IPv6 source-routing has been explored in
Atlas [20], RPM [15], and the “option header method” [14]. Given a potential
alias pair (x, y), Atlas performs a UDP traceroute to y via x with the hop limit
set to expire at x and relies on the fact that routers will generally process the
routing extension header before checking the hop limit. If x and y are aliases,
“hop limit exceeded” and “port unreachable” ICMP6 messages are generated.
RPM finds that the source address of “hop limit exceeded” ICMP6 messages
for packets that are not destined to the router at which the expiration occurs
is frequently the ingress address. To discover aliases for address y, probes are
sent from p via x and y destined to p, with the hop limit set to expire at
y. Performing this probe for a large enough set of addresses x will result in
ICMP6 “hop limit exceeded” messages originating from aliases of y. The option
header method makes use of the fact that setting an invalid bit sequence in
the IPv6 options header will generate an ICMP6 “parameter problem” message,
originating from the ingress interface of the packet generating the response. By
probing via multiple intermediate routers (similar to RPM), multiple aliases of
the target address may be discovered. Our alias resolution method is distinct
from those listed here in that it does not depend on IPv6 source routing and
therefore is not defeated on hosts where source routing is disabled due to security
concerns, as has become the norm in IPv4.
Lastly, the THC IPv6 [10] toolkit employs false ICMP6 packet too big messages (discussed next) as part of its attack suite. However, the tool’s goal is to
maliciously reduce the MTU of a target rather than to resolve IPv6 aliases.
3

A freely licensed prototype Python implementation is available from: [2].
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Methodology

Our technique is fingerprint-based: we require some identifier or signature that
is both common to all interfaces on an IPv6 router, and is unique across routers
such that we do not make false inferences. Further, it must be possible for a
remote probing host to obtain the identifier without any privileged access.
We take inspiration from prior work in IPv4 alias resolution that relies on
fragment identifiers [19]. The IPv4 header contains a 16-bit identifier that is
used by an end-host receiving fragmented packets such that it can reconstruct
the original packet. Prior research [19] has shown that packets originated by
IPv4 routers often use a common counter, irrespective of physical interface, for
the identifier field. Since this counter increases sequentially, it is possible to infer
whether two interfaces are aliases by querying the router, e.g. via ping.
Two factors complicate IPv4 identifier-based alias resolution. First, the natural rate of counter increase as the router sends other control plane traffic implies
that observed counters from two true aliases may have large gaps. Second, the
16-bit identifier space is small relative to the number of possible Internet router
interface aliases, yielding false positives.
This section describes our IPv6 alias resolution technique and how we induce
a remote router to send fragmented packets. We then describe our controlled
environment for ground-truth testing where we show that our technique does
not suffer from the false positive problems inherent in similar IPv4 approaches.
3.1

Eliciting Fragmented Responses

IPv6 does not permit in-network fragmentation, and the IPv6 header does not
include any identifier field akin to IPv4. However, IPv6 supports end-host fragmentation. If a router’s forwarding table entry for a packet is via an interface
with a Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) smaller than the size of the packet,
the router drops the packet and sends an ICMP6 “packet too big” message to the
source of the packet [5]. It is then the responsibility of the end-host to maintain
state, typically in the destination cache, of the path MTU (PMTU) feasible for
a particular destination. The host then sends packets smaller than the PMTU,
or can fragment large packets by using the IPv6 fragment header [6].
Our approach, which we term the “Too-Big Trick” (TBT) induces a remote
router to originate fragmented packets. Figure 1 is a timing diagram of TBT
between a prober and an IPv6 interface. The prober first sends a 1300 byte
ICMP6 echo request to a candidate IPv6 interface. The request is 1300 bytes –
larger than the IPv6 minimum MTU of 1280 bytes, but small enough to pass
most tunnels. The prober receives an 1300 byte ICMP6 echo response and then
sends an ICMP6 packet too big message with its own source IPv6 address to the
interface under test, and includes an MTU of 1280 along with the first 1184 bytes
of the original ICMP6 echo request ([5] states that the packet-too-big message
include “as much of the invoking packet as possible without the ICMP6 packet
exceeding the minimum IPv6 MTU.”). This “false” too big message mimics a
PMTU constraint coming from a router along the reverse path from the interface

to our prober. While we use the prober’s source IPv6 address for the too big
message rather than an intermediate router, the receiving router is indifferent.
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Fig. 1. TBT, the “Too-Big Trick:” A prober spoofs an ICMP6 too big message such
that subsequent large ping responses are fragmented.

We then send a series of 1300 byte ICMP6 echo requests. These arrive at
the interface without fragmentation, but the end IPv6 stack now has a cached
PMTU of 1280 for packets destined to the prober. Each ping causes the router to
send two fragments, each with the same fragment identifier, but different offsets.
As we will show next (§3.2), popular commercial routers use a common counter
for the fragment identifier, regardless of the physical interface. Further, in §4 we
show that this counter frequently is monotonic and sequential.
A natural question is whether the ICMP6 too big packet is required. The
prober could instead send a larger than typical MTU echo request packet, e.g.
2000 bytes. Once received and reassembled, the remote router should respond
in-kind with a 2000 byte reply that would be fragmented. Thus, the echo packets
would be fragmented in both the forward and reverse direction. However, as we
find in our real-world testing in §4, such fragmented requests are frequently either
blocked or not processed by the receiving router. Using TBT results in ≈ 6%
more interfaces successfully identified than when sending large request packets,
most likely due to destination hosts only being required to accept fragments with
a reassembled size of 1500 bytes [6].
3.2

Ground-Truth Testing

To develop, test, and validate TBT, we employ the Graphical Network Simulator
(GNS3) [8] to build virtual test topologies of routers and virtual hosts.
TBT emulates a normal operational mode whereby the forward path from
the prober to an interface can carry full 1500 byte packets, while the reverse path
is asymmetric and has a smaller, 1280 byte MTU. To understand the behavior
of commercial routers in such situations, we implement the topology of Figure 2
in GNS3. In this test, static IPv6 routes pin traffic from Host 1 to Host 2 to
take the upper path from R1 → R2 → R4. Reverse traffic from Host 2 to Host
1 is statically configured to take R4 → R3 → R1. We set the MTU of all links
to 1500 bytes, except for the R1C ↔ R3A link which is set to 1280 bytes.
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Fig. 2. GNS3 Test topology with asymmetric MTU paths inducing ICMP6 too big.

A 1300 byte ICMP6 ping request from Host 1 to Host 2 induces a 1300 byte
ping response (blue arrows). However, R3 sends an ICMP6 too big message to
Host 2 (red arrows). Host 1 receives no reply to this first ping since the packet
is dropped at R3. Host 2 records a new PMTU for traffic destined to Host 1 and
maintains soft-state resulting in Host 2 fragmenting future responses to Host 1.
Next, we send 1300 byte ICMP6 ping requests from Host 1 to the router interface R4A. R4 receives the ICMP6 packet too big message from R3 upon sending
the ping response to Host 1, and R4 updates its destination cache PMTU value.
We observe that subsequent pings to R4A results in fragments with sequential
identifiers, with the first identifier after router boot being 1.
We then send ICMP6 ping requests to R4B and R4C. Critically, we observe
that identifiers come from a common counter, i.e. the fragment identifier is one
more than the last identifier received from the other interface. Specifically, for
a large ICMP6 echo request to R4A that returns fragments with identifier x, a
subsequent probe to R4B returns x + 1, and a third probe to R4C returns x + 2.
Probing R4A again returns x + 3. Thus, with the Cisco images we test, these
routers use a fragment identifier counter that is common across interfaces.
Based on these findings, we reset all links to the standard Ethernet 1500
byte MTU. Here we seek to determine whether we can masquerade as an inpath router instructing the probed router to update its PMTU for traffic sent to
Host 1. We first verify that large 1300 byte echo requests traverse the network
to and from the target without fragmentation. We then repeat testing, but send
an ICMP6 too big message with Host 1’s source IPv6 address to the target.
We verify that the ICMP6 too big message arrives at Host 2 and that Host 2
fragments subsequent echo replies, confirming that our technique is indeed able
to induce remote interfaces to send fragmented traffic.
Lastly, we find that while the routers use a common fragment counter, the
destination cache appears to be per-interface. After sending an ICMP6 too big
message from host 1 to e.g. R4A, a large probe to R4C does not return fragmented responses to host 1. In our testing, the ICMP6 too big message must be
sent to each interface to reliably induce fragmentation.
3.3

IPv6 Alias Resolution Algorithm

Given the success in the controlled test environment, we develop an IPv6 alias
resolution algorithm. There are several points of note. First, as we will detail in
§4, more than 28% of live Internet interfaces we probed had sequential identifiers

Algorithm 1 v6aliases(A, B): Determine whether A and B are IPv6 aliases
send(A, T ooBig)
2: send(B, T ooBig)
for i in range(5) do
4:
ID[0] ← echo(A)
ID[1] ← echo(B)
6:
if (ID[0]+1) 6= ID[1] then
return F alse
8:
ID[2] ← echo(A)
if (ID[1]+1) 6= ID[2] then
10:
return F alse
return T rue

that start at either zero or one. In other words, prior to our probing these routers
had sourced no fragmented IPv6 traffic. Therefore the alias algorithm must be
careful to avoid false positives. Second, because the counter only increases when
sending fragmented IPv6 traffic, which is a rare event, we can reasonably expect,
in the absence of our probing, the counter to remain static.
Algorithm 1 provides the alias resolution pseudocode [2]. To determine whether
two IPv6 addresses (A and B) are aliases, an initial echo request probe is sent
to each destination, then the fake ICMP6 too big messages are sent. Next, a
probe is sent to A. Once the fragment ID from A is received, B is probed (each
step proceeds synchronously; no race condition exists). The fragment identifiers
from A and B are compared. If at anytime the fragment IDs are not sequential,
the test returns false to avoid generating needless traffic. Note that when performing O(n2 ) alias comparisons between all pairs of discovered interfaces, the
common case will be a true negative where our algorithm quickly exits. Only
if the fragment IDs are sequential are further probes sent to ensure no false
positives. Based on the above observations, we ensure that, in each round of
execution through the for loop, address A is probed a different number of times
than B to avoid potential counter synchronization issues in the case that the
addresses are not true aliases.
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Results

To understand the real-world efficacy of our technique, we perform Internet-wide
probing. For candidate IPv6 router interfaces, we utilize two traceroute datasets.
The first dataset includes 23,892 distinct IPv6 interfaces discovered via traceroutes from 33 vantage points belonging to a commercial Content Distribution
Network (CDN) to approximately 12,300 destinations. Interestingly, we find nine
link-local (fe80::/10) addresses included in this dataset, suggesting that these
non-public IPv6 addresses are being used for a small number of public links. The
second data set is from CAIDA [1] with 38,300 distinct IPv6 interfaces, 25,174
of which are not present in the CDN trace. For those traces that complete, we
ignore the last hop IPv6 address of the target so as to only use router interfaces.

Table 1. TBT Response Characteristics
CDN
CAIDA
ICMP6 responsive
18486/23892 77.4% 18959/25174
Post-TBT unresponsive 235/18486 1.3%
66/18959
Post-TBT nofrags
5519/18486 29.9% 5800/18959
TBT responsive
12732/18486 68.9% 13093/18959
TBT sequential
8288/12732 65.1% 9183/13093
TBT sequential (1)
3455/12732 27.1% 3496/13093
TBT random
4320/12732 33.9% 3789/13093

75.3%
0.4%
30.6%
69.1%
70.1%
26.7%
28.9%

Thus, we probe a total of ≈ 49k distinct live Internet IPv6 router interfaces,
belonging to networks advertised by 2,617 different autonomous systems. The
largest number of interfaces belonging to a single AS is 2,014 (from ASN 3356,
Level 3), and the median number of interfaces per AS is 3. The CDN trace was
collected on May 3 and 23, 2012, while the CAIDA traces were collected in August, 2012. We actively probed interfaces derived from the CDN trace on August
28, 2012, while the CAIDA interfaces were probed on August 29, 2012.
4.1

Efficacy of TBT

Our goal is two-fold, determine: i) how many live IPv6 interfaces respond to
TBT; and ii) in what way these interfaces respond. We perform all testing from
a single IPv6 vantage point. For each interface, we first send a 1300 byte ICMP6
echo request in order to determine if the interface is live and responding to pings.
We then use TBT to send the ICMP6 message too big that will update the
interface’s PMTU to our vantage point. Finally, we send ten 1300 byte ICMP6
echo requests. Contemporaneous to our probing, we capture all IPv6 packets to
disk for analysis; our packet monitor did not experience any packet loss.
Table 1 summarizes the responsiveness of our sample of Internet interfaces
to TBT. We observe 18,486 of 23,892 (77.4%) and 18,959 of 25,174 (75.3%)
interfaces respectively responding to “normal” ICMP6 pings. The unresponsive
interfaces may be due to router behavior, or ICMP6 filtering. As these interfaces
cannot be expected to respond to TBT, we exclude them from our analysis. Of
the interfaces responding to our initial echo request, we find ≈ 70% returning
fragmented echo replies after we send a packet too big to the interface. Thus,
our technique works for a significant fraction of Internet IPv6 routers we probe.
Three primary conditions result from sending the TBT: subsequent ping
responses are sent fragmented, subsequent ping responses are sent unfragmented,
or the router stops responding to ping requests. We observe approximately 29%
of the interfaces we probe continuing to send unfragmented responses after we
send TBT. Between 1.3 and 0.4 percent of interfaces respond to the initial echo
request, but then respond to no subsequent echo requests after the packet too
big for a few minutes. We conjecture that these behaviors are due to paths that
filter fragments or ICMP6 too-big messages, routers incorrectly implementing
IPv6, or security measures. In future work we plan to more precisely understand
the root causes of such non-responsive behavior.
Next, we characterize the sequence of returned fragment identifiers. Recall
that we send ten ICMP6 echo requests after the TBT, therefore we expect to
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receive ten responses where each response consists of two fragmented packets,
i.e. 20 total packets with identifiers. As shown in Table 1, ≥65% of interfaces
that respond to TBT return sequential identifiers, e.g. 120, 121, ..., 130.
However, as many as 34% return random identifiers, a behavior consistent with
BSD systems and BSD-based routers [18]. While TBT works for these interfaces,
it does not admit a fingerprint for alias resolution.
An interesting characteristic of those interfaces with sequential identifiers is
that a significant fraction (27.1% and 26.7% respectively) had an initial identifier
of one. This suggests that, in the uptime of the router, it had sent no fragmented
IPv6 packets prior to our probing. As discussed in §3, we take into account nonalias interfaces that begin with correlated counters; our algorithm advances them
at different rates to prevent false positives.
To understand the initial values of fragment counters in the wild, Figures 3(a)
and 3(b) are histograms of initial fragment identifiers that occur with at least a
0.3% frequency. We see that one is the most common initial identifier for every
sequence echoed and that all common identifiers are less than 50.
While this paper presents and validates a new technique for IPv6 alias resolution, we leave large-scale alias resolution on the IPv6 Internet for future work.
However, we observe that the second most common initial identifier within a returned identifier sequence is 11, while there are modes at 21, 31, and 41. These
modes are due to our probing naturally encountering aliases. Since we probe
each interface 10 times, if we happen to later probe an alias, the counter will
have advanced to 10 and we expect to receive 11.
Finally, a natural question is whether we can induce routers to send fragmented responses without TBT. Instead, we experiment with sending large
ICMP6 echo requests that are themselves fragmented, such that the receiving
IPv6 router interface must reassemble the fragments to respond, and then send
a fragmented response. We again probe our two datasets of IPv6 interfaces and
find that this method results in 64.2% and 65.1% of interfaces successfully responding. However, using TBT results in over 5% more responses, which can
equate to significantly more absolute interfaces. More importantly, sending large,

fragmented probes results in much more traffic whereas our technique is more
efficient. For these reasons, we focus on TBT for alias resolution.
4.2 Accuracy of TBT Alias Resolution
Imperative to understanding the performance of our TBT alias resolution technique is having known ground-truth. In this subsection we test the inference
accuracy of our tool on both a virtual network topology in GNS3 [8], as well as
on a small subset of the live IPv6 Internet for which we have ground-truth.
First, we construct a virtual network topology in GNS3 [8] consisting of
26 Cisco routers, each containing up to four interfaces. Using our TBT tool,
and Algorithm 1 as implemented in our publicly available ScaPy tool [2], we
run a complete test comparing each interface to every other interface in the
topology, i.e. the O(n2 ) all pairs testing that would be performed in the wild,
and verify the results against known truth. The test results provide a count
of identified aliases and identified non-aliases. This controlled test results in
92/92 alias matches and 1584/1584 non-alias matches for a total accuracy of
100 percent with perfect precision and recall. The results, although constrained
by the virtual topology and simulation available in GNS3, help validate the
ability of our tool in identifying IPv6 aliases and non-aliases.
Finally, we obtain a list of IPv6 interfaces from eight physical production
routers of a commercial IPv6 service provider. This small ground-truth dataset
includes 72 interfaces with each router having between 2 and 21 interfaces. Using
TBT we correctly identify 808/808 true alias pairs with no false positives. Given
this encouraging result, we plan more extensive probing in the future.
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Conclusion

This research develops and tests a new method for IPv6 alias resolution. Our
technique, the “Too-Big Trick” (TBT), elicits a fragment identifier fingerprint
from a significant fraction of production IPv6 router interfaces. We demonstrate
that our alias resolution algorithm, a prototype of which is publicly available, is
highly accurate among networks for which we have ground truth.
To understand instances where TBT fails, we plan to use multiple vantage
points to help distinguish between path and host filtering of fragments. We
plan to test additional routers, both in hardware and within GNS3 to better
understand the variety of behaviors we observe in Table 1.
We leave to future work the task of leveraging TBT to perform Internetwide IPv6 alias resolution. An important step is making the algorithm robust
to packet loss, or another TBT-like process causing the fragment counter to
increase. Toward this goal, we are investigating sequential hypothesis detection
to provide a bounded confidence in the alias pair. Further, at scale, we must
modify the algorithm to be more intelligent than pair-wise resolution.
As IPv6 grows and gains importance, understanding its router-level topology
and relationship to the IPv4 topology is increasingly important. In particular,
our current research examines how TBT compares with and compliments existing
resolution schemes, while generating router-level IPv6 topologies. Comparing
these topologies to those previously inferred will yield valuable insights into the
structure of the IPv6 network, and how it differs from the IPv4 topology.
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